Popular Brands Advertising Next To COVID19 Disinformation
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GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on Covid19 disinformation.

Disinformation narratives tracked in this deck include:

- The Great Reset.
- Fraudulent Testing.
- There has always been a cure.
- Covid is going to last forever.
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:

- Google
- revcontent
- REVJET
- theTradeDesk
Popular brands funding these stories:

- Petco
- Hotels Combined
- Milo's Kitchen
- Harry's
- Staples
- Proper Cloth
- Warby Parker
When it comes to Covid-19, bureaucrats and politicians keep moving the goalposts, changing the rules, and engaging in bait-and-switch tactics, so they can maintain the "new normal" dictatorship. Those who object, we're told, "just want people to die." It's now becoming clear that "you can't have your life back in some states unless you take it back."

From the Mises 2020 Supporters Summit, presented at the historic Jekyll Island Club Resort on Jekyll Island, Georgia, on 9 October 2020.

https://adsettings.google.com/whyrthisad?response=AB3afGEEAAAbFWtW3R...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Ad Served by</th>
<th>Site name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harry’s</td>
<td>Edgewell Personal Care</td>
<td>Covid19-disinfo</td>
<td>Google</td>
<td>Activist Post</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**New Spotlight Coming to COVID Crimes Against Humanity**

This development — inspired by the questions surrounding COVID, by the unjustified devastations and injustice caused by lockdowns, and by media censorship of professionals offering another point of view — is told in a 49-minute video entitled *Crimes Against Humanity*. As of this moment, it’s pulling nearly 1.2 million views, 49k likes and over 10,000 comments.

Perhaps the most important point to keep in mind about the test, other than its inability to establish viral load, is its ability to call you positive even if your immune function has worked (which ‘they’ give no credence to, other than its imminent ‘perfection’ via poison needle) and **de-activated the virus.** You are ipso facto an “asymptomatic case.”
Board-certified ophthalmologist Dr. Richard Urso who is also one of America’s Frontline Doctors has been speaking out about successful treatments for COVID-19 and says that the lockdowns and all of it are a bunch of B.S.

Dr. Urso explained how infection, inflammation, blood clots, and breathing problems caused by the virus are all treatable.

“Does any doctor know how to treat inflammation? Every doctor does. Does every doctor treat infections? All the time. Does every doctor treat infections? All the time. Does every doctor treat vascular disease and thrombotic episodes? Of course, we can — so that’s why this whole thing was a lie from the very beginning, okay?”

“Anybody who tells you different as a physician — that’s hypocrisy.”

Dr. Richard Urso: COVID-19 “was a lie from the very beginning. We had treatment from day one!”

Outspoken doctor set to appear in groundbreaking new documentary film speaks out against COVID-19 disinformation and lies.
After months of promoting lockdowns as the panacea for the coronavirus pandemic, the World Health Organization (WHO) now states that “We in the World Health Organization do not advocate lockdowns as the primary means of control of this virus.”
COVID-19 lockdowns are in lockstep with the ‘Great Reset’

Who benefits from lockdowns that are destabilizing all facets of our society? Look no further than the emerging global oligarchy.

One intractable problem remains: will the emerging global oligarchy tolerate the existence of various ‘deep states’ worldwide? Initially, both groupings may cooperate to their mutual benefit but their respective raison d’être are too contradictory to be reconciled. One thrives on an “open society” run by obedient hirelings who will administer a global Ministry of Truth while the other depends on secrecy and a degree of national sovereignty to justify its existence.

Surveillance technologies ushered in by the ongoing “coronapsychosis” may end up being the deciding factor.
BOMBSHELL: Former Pfizer executive says covid-19 “pandemic is over,” so-called “second wave” based on fraudulent testing

(Natural News) Despite claims by Anthony Fauci and others that Americans should brace for a “second wave” of the Wuhan coronavirus (covid-19), former Pfizer Chief Science Officer Dr. Mike Yeadon says this is nothing but fear-mongering based on junk science and fraud.
How Big Tech Masks COVID-19 Realities

Dr. Scott Atlas warns the country is in dangerous territory if people who show data contrary to conventional wisdom are silenced.

By Julie Kelly  October 19, 2020

Since the early stages of the coronavirus crisis, any viewpoint or research running afoul of the accepted doctrine conceived by the credentialed class has been censored.

“Public health leaders in the United States are destroying the country and killing people. But their reputations are on the line, their stature depends on coverage by their friends in the media, they made predictions without a full understanding of what's going on,” he told me.

The country, Atlas said, is in dangerous territory if people who show data contrary to conventional wisdom are silenced.
CNN has confirmed the obvious: the globalist elite never intend to return to normal and plan to make the Draconian measures implemented during the COVID-19 pandemic permanent.

He wrote that anyone who doesn’t accept that these changes must be permanent and for the greater good is mentally ill.

“People who don’t adapt to change believe what they remember as “normal” will return, and delay modifying their daily routines or outlook. Those who refuse to wear masks may be guilty of normalcy bias,” he added.
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